INTRODUCTION

The hippocampus is a brain region crucial for a variety of memory functions (Squire, 1992; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001), including spatial memory (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Morris et al., 1982). Rodent hippocampus contains “place cells,” neurons showing spatially selective firing when the animal passes through a certain region of the environment, termed the “place field” (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). Place fields are not static, but exhibit changes in their spatial tuning when animals are introduced into a novel environment, or upon certain contextual changes in the environment (Bostock et al., 1991; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; Mehta et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2004; Leutgeb et al., 2004; Wills et al., 2005). The time constants of these changes are typically on the order of ~1 min, when measured using a sudden, step-like contextual change. However, these time constants may be largely overestimated, since the assessment of place field dynamics suffers from a “measurement problem,” in that it is necessary to collect at least ~1 min of data in order to properly estimate the place field (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). In other words, the actual time constants of place field dynamics may be far shorter than 1 min—perhaps as short as seconds or even milliseconds, and this holds important implications for our understanding of the nature and fidelity of hippocampal spatial representation.

However, little is known about rapid place field dynamics in response to external, sensory stimuli. Here we studied this question in big brown bats, echolocating mammals in which we can readily measure rapid changes in sensory dynamics (sonar signals), as well as rapid behavioral switches between distal and proximal exploratory modes. First, we show that place field size was modulated by the availability of sensory information, on a timescale of ~300 ms: Bat hippocampal place fields were smallest immediately after an echolocation call, but place fields “diffused” with the passage of time after the call, when echo information was no longer arriving. Second, we show rapid modulation of hippocampal place fields as the animal switched between two exploratory modes. Third, we compared place fields and spatial view fields of individual neurons and found that place tuning was much more pronounced than spatial view tuning. In addition, dynamic fluctuations in spatial view tuning were stronger than fluctuations in place tuning. Taken together, these results suggest that spatial representation in mammalian hippocampus can be very rapidly modulated by external sensory and behavioral events. © 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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sonar (echolocation), a high-resolution distal sensing system that relies on the production of discrete sonar calls, in order to create an “acoustic image” of the environment based on the returning echoes (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2008). Hence, the brief sonar calls of the bat could be used as triggers for fine temporal analysis of place-field dynamics. We show here that indeed hippocampal place fields of the big brown bat changed with time constants of a few hundred milliseconds: Place fields were smallest immediately after an echolocation call, when the returning echoes from the environment brought a wealth of sensory information, and then place fields rapidly broadened, or “diffused,” with the passage of time after the call. We also used as behavioral triggers the transition points between two distinct exploratory behaviors in the bat, and showed dynamic changes in place fields and in their directional properties, on a timescale of seconds. Finally, we discuss the functional implications of these rapid time constants, and provide experimental predictions for rodent hippocampal place cells.

METHODS

Subjects and Behavioral Training

Experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Maryland, College Park, and are detailed elsewhere (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007). The bat species used here—the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus—was the same as in our previous study (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007). In brief, two adult big brown bats (weight 18 and 15 g) were trained to crawl in a 68 cm × 73 cm rectangular arena, in search of mealworms hung at random locations (“mealworm-chasing” task). The arena was tilted 70° above horizontal, and bats crawled only on the tilted “wall.” Polystyrene balls were hung on the arena walls in an asymmetric arrangement, and served as landmarks.

At the start and end of each recording day, the arena was thoroughly cleaned with alcohol, to remove odors. Each recording day consisted of two 20-min behavioral sessions: “session 1” (lights-off, bat relied solely on echolocation) and “session 2” (dim lights on), interspersed with three sleep sessions. The two behavioral sessions were originally designed for another study (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007), but we found that big brown bats, in which echolocation is the overwhelmingly dominant sensory modality (Griffin, 1958), produced sonar calls with almost identical intercall intervals in the two sessions (mean intervals: 236 and 237 ms, respectively); therefore, echolocation-related changes in neuronal firing were later averaged across the two sessions (see “Data analysis” below).

Surgery and Recording

After learning the mealworm-chasing task, the bats were implanted with a four-tetrode microdrive (weight 2.1 g; Neurolynx, Tucson, AZ), which was loaded with tetrodes constructed from four strands of 12.7-μm nichrome wire; tetrodes were gold plated to reduce wire impedance to 0.5–1.0 MΩ (at 1 kHz). The microdrive was implanted above the right dorsal hippocampus, 1.8-mm lateral and 2.6-mm anterior to lambda, and tetrodes were slowly lowered towards CA1 pyramidal layer; positioning of tetrodes in the layer was provisionally determined by the presence of high-frequency field oscillations (“ripples”) and associated neuronal firing, and was later verified histologically (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007). One of the tetrodes was placed in an electrically quiet zone and served as a reference (location of this reference in bat 1: at brain surface, above the hippocampus; in bat 2: white matter, medial to the lateral ventricle). The remaining three tetrodes served as recording probes, although in each bat we obtained high-quality recordings from only one tetrode. During recordings, a unity gain preamplifier (HS-16, Neuralynx) was attached to a connector on the microdrive. The microdrive’s weight was balanced by a small counter weight via a pulley in the ceiling. Signals were amplified (2,000×) and band-pass filtered (600–6,000 Hz, Lynx-8, Neuralynx), and a voltage-threshold was used for collecting 1-ms spike waveforms, sampled at 32 kHz. We also collected continuous recordings of the local field potentials from each of the tetrodes (1,000× gain, 1–475 Hz filtering, 2 kHz sampling rate). A video tracker (Neuralynx) recorded the positions of two light-emitting diodes on bat’s head at a 30-Hz rate, and the center-of-mass of the two diodes was used to estimate the bat’s x-y position; the colors of the two diodes were different (either red/blue or red/green), allowing estimation of the bat’s head direction. Echolocation calls were recorded via a bat detector (D-230, Pettersson Elektronik, Sweden) feeding into the data acquisition system (Neuralynx Cheetah). Data were collected continuously throughout each recording day (~2 h/day).

Spike Sorting

Spike waveforms were separated based on relative energies on 3 channels of each tetrode, using software that allowed three-dimensional rotations and translations of these data (SpikeSort3D, Neuralynx). Data from all five sessions were spike sorted together. Well-isolated clusters of spikes were manually encircled (“cluster-cutting”), and a refractory period (<2 ms) in the interspike-interval histogram was verified. Putative pyramidal cells were identified based on (i) spike waveform, (ii) firing-rate <5 Hz, (iii) interspike interval histograms indicating complex-spike bursts, and (iv) the simultaneous recording of other complex spike cells (see details in Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007). Figure 1 shows an example of spike sorting of data recorded from one tetrode. A total of 154 well-isolated pyramidal neurons were recorded from two bats for this study; these are the same 154 neurons as the ones reported in Ulanovsky and Moss (2007).

Data Analysis

For analyzing firing-rate maps (place fields) of neurons, we partitioned the arena into 5 × 5-cm bins, and divided the
number of spikes by the time the animal spent within each bin (excluding bins with <1 sec time spent). For display purposes, firing-rate maps were smoothed with a $3 \times 3$-bin triangular window. Maps were computed separately for each behavioral session.

We also computed maps separately for spikes that occurred in different time-windows after the most recent preceding echo-location call (time 0). Four time windows were used: 0–78, 78–185, 185–400, and >400 ms (session 1), or 0–78, 78–210, 210–540, and >540 ms (session 2); these particular windows were chosen to equalize the average number of spikes across the four time windows (Fig. 3E; one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the population spike counts per window, over time windows 1, 2, 3, 4; $P > 0.9$). We analyzed only well-isolated pyramidal neurons which met the following spike-count criterion: In at least one behavioral session, the cell discharged >100 spikes/session, whereas here we required >400 spikes/session and >100 spikes/session in each of the four time windows; hence a smaller number of cells met the inclusion criterion for the current analysis. Also, note that not all cells were recorded in both of the behavioral sessions. We had more cells that met the spike count criterion for behavioral session 2, $n_{\text{cells}} = 28$, than in session 1, $n_{\text{cells}} = 22$; the union of these 28 and 22 cells that met our inclusion criteria resulted in our total number of cells, $n_{\text{cells}} = 32$.]

To quantify the spatial selectivity of place fields, we used three standard indices (Skaggs et al., 1993, 1996; Markus et al., 1994; Save et al., 2000; Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007): (i) Spatial information (bits/spike) $= \sum p_i (r_i) \log_2 (r_i / r)$, where $r_i$ = the cell’s firing rate in the $i$-th bin of the place field, $p_i$ = probability of the animal being in the $i$-th bin (time spent in $i$-th bin/total session time), and $r$ = overall mean firing rate. (ii) Sparsity $= \langle r_i \rangle^2 / \langle r_i^2 \rangle = (\sum p_i r_i)^2 / \sum p_i r_i^2$. (iii) Spatial coherence $= \text{correlation between the firing rate map and the firing rate averaged across the eight neighbors of each bin};$ coherence was computed from nonsmoothed maps, and was Fisher $Z$-transformed. After computing the above three indices, we then computed a combined “spatial selectivity index” (SSI), separately for each cell ($n_{\text{cells}} = 32$) and each time window ($n_{\text{windows}} = 4$), as follows: First, for each of the three indices (spatial information, sparsity, coherence) we averaged the values in the two behavioral sessions, separately for each time window; in cells for which only one session met the spike count criterion, this session’s data were used. Second, for each index we computed the difference between time window $j$ and time window #1, divided this by the average of the two time windows, and multiplied $\times 100$, yielding normalized indices reflecting the percentage change from time window #1. Third, we computed the SSI for each neuron and each time window, by averaging:

$$\text{SSI} = (\Delta \text{Information}_{\text{norm}} - \Delta \text{Sparsity}_{\text{norm}} + \Delta \text{Coherence}_{\text{norm}})/3$$

where a minus sign preceded the sparsity, because an increase in sparsity indicates a decrease in spatial selectivity (Skaggs et al., 1996).

We computed the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) for the spikes of each neuron by using the bat’s echolocation calls as triggering events (time 0), and calculating the neuron’s firing rate in 1-ms bins (taking only calls flanked by an interval of at least 100 ms before the call onset and 400 ms after, without any intervening calls). To test for auditory spiking responses, we did a two-tailed t-test on the PSTH of each neuron, comparing the last 100 ms precall vs. the first 300 ms postcall; this and all other statistical tests in this study were considered significant when $P < 0.05$.

We also computed the “spatial view field” of each neuron (Rolls, 1999), in a manner analogous to the computation of place fields. Namely, we partitioned the walls of the arena into 56 bins (14 on each wall), and for each bin we divided the number of spikes that were emitted while the animal directed
its head and sonar beam toward that bin on the wall, by the
total time the animal spent directing its sonar beam at that bin
(excluding bins with <1 sec time spent). Spatial view fields for
each neuron were plotted using a color-coded scale, similar to
the display of place fields (see e.g., Fig. 4).

Finally, we defined the behavioral state of the animal, as
illustrated in Figure 5A: We computed the linear velocity and
angular velocity of the bat in an 8-sec sliding window, and for
each 33-ms video frame we assigned the bat to a behavioral
state that was either "locomotion" or "wall-scanning," depend-
ing on whether the 8-sec data segment centered around that
frame showed higher-than-median linear velocity (Fig. 5A, red)
or higher-than-median angular velocity (Fig. 5A, blue), respect-
ively. (We computed the linear velocity and angular velocity
also with other time windows, apart of the 8-sec window, and
these gave similar results.) Intuitively, these two behavioral
states can be thought of as representing the animal exploring
the environment by locomoting, similar to the way a rat or
a mouse would explore their environment ("locomotion
mode")—or the animal exploring the environment by repeti-
tively moving its head from left to right and using its echoloca-
tion system to explore the environment from a distance ("wall-
scanning mode"). For the analyses in Figures 5 and 6, the place
fields and spatial-view fields were computed separately for each
of the two behavioral states, by using only the spikes and the
video frames that matched one behavioral state or the other.

RESULTS

Rapid Dynamics of Bat Hippocampal Place
Fields After Each Echolocation Call

Big brown bats produce brief ultrasonic calls with durations
of a few milliseconds, and use returning echoes to orientate in
the environment (Griffin, 1958; Schnitzler et al., 2003;
Ulanovsky and Moss, 2008). In a restricted experimental setup
with dimensions of ~1 m, all echoes return within <6 ms after
each call (echoes return from the walls and landmarks of the
arena with delays approximately 58 μsec/cm distance). How-
ever, in crawling big brown bats, the intercall intervals may
reach hundreds of milliseconds, or even >1 sec (Ulanovsky and
Moss, 2007). Thus, echolocation serves as a temporally dis-
crete, strobe-like system, where each call brings a brief influx of
sensory information, followed by a long pause, during which
no echo information arrives. This feature allowed us to use the
timing of bat calls as alignment-points (time 0) around which
we averaged the activity of hippocampal place-cells, permitting
us to measure place field dynamics with temporal resolution
that is difficult to reach otherwise.

As described in the Methods, we trained bats to search for
mealworms in a rectangular arena, and recorded head position
directions, and echolocation calls as the animals performed two behavioral
sessions every day. Tetrodes were used to record the activity of
well-isolated pyramidal neurons from hippocampal area CA1
(Fig. 1; Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007). To assess the neural
dynamics following an echolocation call, we measured the
relative timing between each spike and its immediately-preced-
cing call (Fig. 2A), and parsed spikes into four groups, based on
the time window in which the spike occurred. Place-fields were
then computed separately for each of the four time-windows
(Fig. 2B). These time windows were selected to equalize the
average number of spikes/time-window (one-way ANOVA of
the population spike counts per window, over time-windows
#1, 2, 3, 4: P > 0.9). We included in our analyses all the
place-cells that discharged >100 spikes/session in each of the
four time-windows (n_{cells} = 32).

Hippocampal place cell activity tended to change with the
passage of time after the sonar call, as shown in the examples
in Figure 2B: The place-field of the first neuron (cell 1) broad-
ened over time, whereas the second neuron (cell 2) showed an
increase in out-of-field background firing (cyan color) - both
changes implying a reduced spatial-selectivity. To quantify these
dynamics, we computed three commonly-used indices of spatial
selectivity: Two indices that are positively correlated with spa-
tial-selectivity (spatial information and coherence) and one index
that is negatively correlated with spatial selectivity (sparsity; see
Methods). For both of the cells shown in Figure 2, the spatial
information and coherence decreased and the sparsity increased
over time, indicating rapid reduction in spatial-selectivity
(Fig. 2C).

Next we examined the population average changes in spa-
tial-information, sparsity and coherence across the four time
windows (Fig. 3A). Because the echolocation behavior was vir-
tually identical in the two sessions (see Methods), we com-
bined for each neuron the data from both sessions (Fig. 3A,
Insets). These plots indicated the same result, namely a sta-
tistically significant decrease in information and coherence and
an increase in sparsity over time (one-sided t-tests of time
windows #2, 3, 4, pooled together, vs. time-window #1: infor-
mation decreased: t = 2.50, df = 95, P < 0.01; sparsity
increased: t = 3.25, df = 95, P < 0.001; coherence decreased:
t = 2.89, df = 95, P < 0.003). In order to use a single
index of spatial selectivity, we took the combined data from
the two sessions, converted them to percentage change, and
then averaged the percentage change in spatial information,
sparsity and coherence—resulting in a "spatial selectivity
index" (SSI), reflecting the changes in hippocampal neurons'
spatial selectivity in time-windows #2, 3, 4 compared with
time window #1 (Fig. 3B; see Methods). The SSI exhibited a
nearly linear decrease over time (Fig. 3B, right).

The decrease in spatial selectivity between time window #1
and time window #4—within a time span of ~1 sec—was not
large in size, but was statistically significant: On average, the
SSI decreased by 16% (n_{cells} = 32: one-sided t-test, P <
0.001). A decrease in spatial selectivity was seen in most indi-
vidual cells (SSI < 0: 23/32 cells, 72%) (Figs. 3B,C). Further-
more, in almost one third of the cells the spatial-selectivity
decreased by more than 30% (Fig. 3C, SSI < −30: 10/32
cells, 31%), and in some cells the spatial selectivity decreased
by more than 50% (4/32 cells, 13%). Some extreme cases (e.g.,
Fig. 2B, cell 1) showed a progressive increase of place field size by a factor of 2, or more.

Linear regression between the SSI and the time-after-call yielded the following regression-equation:

$$SSI(\text{predicted}) = 1.7 - 20.0 \times \text{times-after-call}$$

where SSI was measured in percent and time-after-call in seconds. This regression was statistically significant ($R^2 = 0.21$, $P < 10^{-7}$; based on $n = 128$ data points = 32 cells x 4 time-windows; 95% confidence-intervals on the time-after-call coefficient: $-27.0$ to $-13.0$). Importantly, multiple linear regression on three variables—time-after-call, call rate, and locomotion velocity—showed that only the time-after-call contributed significantly to the regression, whereas the bat’s call-rate and its crawling velocity did not contribute to the regression (data not shown): hence, the changes in place fields were the result of time-after-call per se.

In addition to changes in tuning, peak firing rates of place fields also changed, becoming slightly lower after $\sim$1 sec (Fig. 3D; one-way ANOVA, $P < 0.03$; post hoc $t$-test (corrected for multiple comparisons) for time window #4: $P < 0.05$)—although the average spike-counts in all the four time windows did not change significantly (Fig. 3E; one-way ANOVA, $P > 0.9$). This suggests that the spatial tuning for at least some place cells did not only broaden, but was also somewhat quenched. Hence, these place-fields could be described as ‘diffusing’ over time.

Taken together, the analyses reported above reveal the following: (i) within the first 1-sec after a call, place cells lost on
FIGURE 3. Rapid dynamics of bat hippocampal place fields following an echolocation call: population analysis. (A) Left, population average changes in spatial-information compared with time-window #1 (Δinformation); middle, change in sparsity (Δsparsity); right, change in coherence (Δcoherence). Errorbars, mean ± S.E.M., here and elsewhere. Main plots, behavioral session 2 (n_cells = 28). Insets, combined sessions 1 and 2 (n_cells = 32). (B) Left, spatial selectivity index (SSI) vs. #time-window (n_cells = 32, see Methods); shown also are the numbers and proportions of cells with SSI < 0 in each time-window. Right, SSI vs. the median time-after-call of spikes in each window; gray line, best linear fit, demonstrating that SSI decreased over time in a nearly-linear manner. Stars, one-sided t-tests: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.001. Note that all the echoes from the environment returned to the bat well within time-window #1—so the changes in hippocampal spatial selectivity occurred when no acoustic information was arriving anymore. (C) Distribution of SSI values in time-window #4 (n_cells = 32). (D) Changes in the peak firing-rate of place cells; data from session 2. (E) Numbers of spikes per time-window, showing that the four time-windows contained on average the same number of spikes (these time-windows were chosen to equalize the average spike-numbers). Data from session 2; the plot for session 1 was very similar. (F) Peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH), showing that place-cells did not exhibit auditory spiking responses to echolocation calls. Main plot: Population average PSTH, computed for the same neurons as in B (n_cells = 32); the PSTH of each neuron was normalized by its mean before averaging: time 0, call-onset. Inset: PSTH until 700 ms postcall; same y-range as main plot.

average 20% of their spatial selectivity (as indicated by the “20.0” coefficient in the regression equation above); (ii) the time-after-call explained 21% of the variance in the SSI; (iii) the bat’s call-rate and velocity did not influence the SSI, so the reduction in the neurons’ spatial selectivity was a result of the passage of time after a call; (iv) significant changes in place-cell tuning were observable already within ~300 ms after each call (Fig. 3B, right, “*”); demonstrating that hippocampal place fields in big brown bats can change dynamically with rapid time constants of a few hundred milliseconds.

Auditory Responses

To examine whether the post-sonar-call changes that we observed in place fields could be related to postcall changes in the firing rate of neurons on a fine time scale, we computed for each neuron a peristimulus time histogram (PSTH), showing spike rate triggered on echolocation calls. In other words, we used echolocation calls as triggering events (time 0) to examine auditory spiking responses in the bat hippocampus. Population-average PSTH showed no change in firing rate (Fig. 3F), all the way to 700 ms after the call (Fig. 3F, inset). This was supported by t-tests of precall vs. postcall firing rates in individual neurons: only two cells (2/32, 6%) exhibited any significant change in firing rate (in both cases, the firing rate slightly decreased). This lack of auditory responses is somewhat surprising, for the following reason. Several studies in rats have indicated that, typically, place cells do not exhibit auditory responses, unless the sound is made behaviorally important for the animal, such as in a conditioning paradigm (Shinba, 1999; Moita et al., 2003). One would expect that the bat’s own calls are behaviorally relevant, and therefore, the lack of sonar-evoked responses is somewhat surprising. We should point out that, to our knowledge, these data provide the first recording in any mammal of hippocampal neural activity in response to an animal’s own species-specific vocalizations. For comparative purposes, it would be of interest to determine if auditory evoked activity in rodent hippocampus occurs in response to the production of species-specific vocalizations.

Two conclusions can be drawn from Figure 3F: First, the absence of changes in firing-rate after a sonar call means that firing-rate changes alone cannot underlie the observed changes in place fields. Second, this demonstrates that even in the absence of changes in firing-rate (Fig. 3F, inset), spike-timing can affect the spatial information carried by spikes (Fig. 3B): this is an interesting example of temporal-based neural coding.

Dynamics of Hippocampal Spatial Representation Linked to the Bat’s Exploratory Mode

Bats can explore space in one of two basic ways: either by moving through the environment (similar to rodents), or by scanning the environment from a fixed location using their distal sense of echolocation (similar to primates, which can use vision to explore space without locomoting). These two exploratory modes are characterized by two different types of action: In the first case the bat crawls linearly through space, whereas in the second case the bat scans the environment from a fixed location, using head movements to point the axis of its sonar

Hippocampus
neurons exhibited a narrow spatial view field but a very broad place field (e.g., Fig. 4D). We chose to plot the spatial view field because we wanted to explore some discrepancies in reports about spatial representation in monkey hippocampus. Specifically, some studies (Ono et al., 1993; Nishijo et al., 1997; Ludvig et al., 2004) have reported place-cells in primate hippocampus, whereas others (Rolls and O’Mara, 1995; Robertson et al., 1998; Georges-François et al., 1999) have reported finding spatial-view cells, but not place cells. As we show below, our results from the bat hippocampus may provide a surprising reconciliation of this apparent discrepancy.

To separate the two exploratory modes (locomotion vs. wall scanning) we plotted the bat’s linear velocity vs. angular velocity, and passed a diagonal line separating the data into two equal parts (Fig. 5A): A high-linear-velocity part, corresponding to locomotion behavior (Fig. 5A, red), and a high-angular-velocity part, corresponding to wall-scanning behavior (blue). This simplified delineation excludes overlap of the two behaviors and allows using 100% of the data (separated into two halves) and thus to reliably estimate the place fields and spatial view fields.

Figure 5B–D shows examples of three neurons, with each neuron analyzed separately according to the bat’s two behaviors (locomotion on left vs. wall scanning on right). These examples show that the wall-scanning behavior was characterized by more diffuse place fields and spatial view fields, and by lower maximal firing rates than the locomotion behavior. The same results were observed in population analyses (Fig. 6). Figure 6A shows the ratios of the peak firing rate between the locomotion/wall-scanning behaviors, for the place fields (x-axis) vs. spatial-view fields (y-axis). Peak firing rates, for both place-fields and spatial-view fields, were higher during locomotion than during wall-scanning behavior (t-test for the x-axis, x > 1: P < 0.01; t-test for the y-axis, y > 1: P < 10^-4; two-tailed tests). This corresponds to an increase in firing-rate with running speed, which is consistent with findings from rats that also reported increased peak firing-rates with increased running speed (McNaughton et al., 1983; Wiener et al., 1989).

Interestingly, the increase in peak firing-rate between the two behavioral modes in bats was more pronounced for the spatial-view fields than for the place fields, as indicated by most neurons falling above the x = y diagonal in Figure 6A (t-test: P < 0.01). As we will argue below in the Discussion section, these results have some interesting implications for interpreting seemingly contradictory results on place-cells vs. spatial view cells in primate hippocampus (Ono et al., 1993; Rolls, 1999).

The coherence index of place fields and spatial view fields also changed between the two behaviors, in a manner that was consistent with the changes in peak firing rates. Figure 6B shows the difference of the coherence between the two behaviors (locomotion behavior - wall-scanning behavior), for the place fields (x-axis) vs. spatial-view fields (y-axis). The coherence of the spatial-view fields was higher during locomotion than during wall-scanning behavior (t-test for the y-axis, y > 0: P < 10^-5), but no significant effect was observed for the place fields (t-test for x-axis: P = 0.74). Again, most data-points in
Figure 6B fell above the \( x = y \) diagonal (t-test: \( P < 10^{-5} \)), indicating that the behavioral mode has a stronger effect on the spatial view field than on the place field.

Finally, we examined the time-course of transitions between the locomotion mode and wall scanning mode, by plotting the autocorrelation functions of the occurrence of the two modes (Fig. 6C). The autocorrelations in Figure 6C show time constants of \( \tau \sim 3 \) sec; that is, the transitions between the two behavioral modes occurred typically every \( \sim 3 \) sec. This means that the neural dynamics of place fields and spatial-view fields (Figs. 5 and 6) had a timescale of \( \sim 3 \) sec.

**DISCUSSION**

In sensory areas of the neocortex, such as primary visual cortex or primary auditory cortex, very rapid dynamics of tuning curves are revealed when using appropriate rapidly-presented stimuli as triggers (e.g., Ringach et al., 1997; deCharms et al., 1998; Elhilali et al., 2004). Here we studied rapid dynamics of place fields in bat hippocampus, using as triggers the bat’s rapidly paced sonar calls (Figs. 2 and 3) and by dividing the data according to two exploratory behavioral modes (Figs. 4–6). Our main finding was that individual hippocampal place fields can change much more rapidly than previously reported, with time-constants as short as \( \sim 300 \) ms.

A few previous studies have reported relatively rapid time-constants for changes in hippocampal spatial representation. These studies differed from ours in several ways. Some studies have shown rapid dynamics based on the activity of populations of neurons (e.g., Redish et al., 2000; Johnson and Redish, 2007; Jackson and Redish, 2007)—without analyzing in detail the dynamics of individual neurons as we did here. Other studies looked at individual neurons, but the dynamics that they showed were on timescales of \( \sim 10 \) sec (Frank et al., 2004; Wills et al., 2005)—at least one order of magnitude slower than the changes reported here. Finally, and most important, the dynamics shown in previous papers were linked to internal events—either shifts in spatial reference frames (Gothard et al., 1996; Redish et al., 2000; Johnson and Redish, 2007; Jackson and Redish, 2007) or changes within the theta cycle (e.g., Skaggs et al., 1996; Zugaro et al., 2005)—or they were not linked to any obvious events at all (Frank et al., 2004). In contrast, here we show dynamics of place-fields linked to external, sensory inputs.
Place Fields Versus Spatial View Fields in the Hippocampus of Bats and Primates

The place-fields of bat hippocampal neurons were by far more pronounced than the spatial view fields of the same neurons. Thus, many neurons showed a place field without any spatial view field (e.g., Fig. 4C) — but we observed only 1 or 2 neurons where the opposite was true, i.e., the neuron had a very broad place-field but a narrow spatial view field (e.g., Fig. 4C). In other words, we found no evidence for pure “spatial view cells” in the hippocampus of the big brown bat.

An interesting aspect of these data was that the transitions between exploratory modes (locomotion vs. wall-scanning) exerted a stronger influence on spatial view fields than on place fields (Figs. 6A,B; y > x). This effect of the animal’s velocity is important, since it might explain the difference between Rolls’ finding of spatial-view fields (Rolls and O’Mara, 1995; Georges-François et al., 1999; Rolls, 1999) and Ono’s finding of place-fields (Ono et al., 1993; Nishijo et al., 1997), both in monkey hippocampus. These monkey studies differed substantially in the animals’ locomotion velocities: Rolls and colleagues reported that the monkeys in their experiments moved quite fast, up to 0.6 m/s (Georges-François et al., 1999), and they observed very dominant spatial view fields — corresponding to the enhanced dominance of spatial view fields in our data when the bats were moving fast (locomotion behavior). In contrast, Ono and colleagues reported that the monkeys in their studies were driving a small cab at extremely slow speeds, 5–10 cm/sec (Ono et al., 1993), and they observed clear place fields — corresponding to the enhanced dominance of place fields in our data when the bats were moving slowly (wall-scanning behavior). Thus, our results in bats point to a possible reconciliation of seemingly contradictory reports on spatial-view fields vs. place fields in primate hippocampus.

Rapid Modulation of Hippocampal Spatial Representation by the Bat’s Sonar Calls

Our findings, as outlined in Figures 2 and 3, suggest the following picture (see schematic in Fig. 7): The sensory world of the big brown bat consists of a low acuity component, comprised of vision, olfaction, etc., interspersed with brief transient auditory inputs after each echolocation call, conveying high-resolution spatial information (Fig. 7A top, red). Each echolocation call sharpens the place cell’s spatial selectivity, followed by a rapid decline in selectivity on a timescale of a few hundred milliseconds — creating sawtooth-like fluctuations in the neuron’s spatial selectivity (Fig. 7A bottom, green). The decay of spatial-selectivity between sonar calls is consistent with studies in rats that showed reduced spatial-selectivity of place fields when sensory information is poor — e.g., in darkness (Markus et al., 1994), or when local olfactory cues are removed (Save et al., 2000). This reduction in spatial selectivity is likely caused by the use of “path integration” (Etienne and Jeffery, 2004; McNaughton et al., 2006), since path integration has been shown to be rapidly affected by drift, due to integration of errors, when no sensory stimuli are available for error correction (Etienne et al., 1998; Cheung et al., 2007).

Another intriguing question relates to the “rising-phase” of the sawtooth-like fluctuations (Fig. 7A bottom, arrow): Is there evidence that spatial tuning in the brain can sharpen on such ultra-fast time scales, of tens of milliseconds? In our hippocampal data it was impossible to measure place-field dynamics with such resolution (not enough spikes per time-bin). Notably, however, it was previously shown in the auditory cortex of the same bat species — the big brown bat— that auditory spatial tuning along the echo-delay (range) axis depends linearly on neural response latency. Response latencies of echo-delay tuned neurons (thought to encode the distance of sonar targets; Suga, 1989), spanned 8–40 ms, and those neurons with the longest response latencies showed the sharpest echo-delay tuning — suggesting that the bat’s auditory cortex exhibits ultra fast sharpening of spatial encoding at the cell assembly level, following the
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FIGURE 7. Schematic summarizing the rapid dynamics of bat hippocampal place-fields following an echolocation call (A) Top: Sensory inputs in the big brown bat consist of low-resolution information (visual, olfactory, etc.), interspersed with "stroboscopic" echolocation calls that bring a wealth of high-resolution sensory information within the echoes (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2008). The sequence of calls shown here was taken from Figure 2A. Our results suggest that each echolocation call "focuses" the spatial tuning of the place-field, making it narrower, and then place-fields rapidly broaden between the calls, within a ~1-s timescale—resulting in a sawtooth-like modulation (bottom, green trace). Black dots: spike times, illustrating that spikes occurring late after a call are carrying less spatial-information. (B) Hypothesis regarding the 'rising-phase' of the sawtooth (marked by arrow in panel A, bottom). Shown is the spatial-tuning width of a population of neurons from the bat's auditory cortex (blue dots), plotted vs. the postcall response latency of the neurons (these experimental data were replotted from Dear et al., 1993). The spatial-tuning of this neuronal population becomes narrower, or more "focused," within 40 ms after the sonar call—an ultra-fast time course (blue line, best linear fit). We hypothesize that this spatial-focusing may be transmitted from the auditory cortex to hippocampal CA1 neurons, via a series of projections, and account for the rising-phase of the sawtooth in panel A. Gray rectangle indicates that there are no neurons in this bat's auditory cortex with discharge latency >40 ms postcall (Dear et al., 1993)—so the hippocampus does not receive any auditory information during the long pauses between the sonar calls.

Presentation of an echolocation call (Dear et al., 1993); these data are re-plotted in Figure 7B. We hypothesize that hippocampal place cells in area CA1 could inherit this ultra fast sharpening property from the auditory cortex, via the projections: auditory cortex → auditory association cortex → entorhinal cortex (EC) → CA1. An alternative interpretation of the rapid dynamics of place fields following each sonar call is that these dynamics are caused by the motor act of producing the sonar vocalization. However, there does not seem to be an obvious mechanistic explanation for why the motor component of vocal production would cause a monotonic decrease in place-fields' spatial selectivity (Fig. 3B). In contrast, the "sensory hypothesis" that we propose here—namely, that the decrease in spatial selectivity after each sonar call is caused by the lack of sonar sensory inputs (echoes) and thus the animal has to rely on path integration—seems more plausible.

There are several implications to our demonstration of place field modulation on the timescale of a few hundred milliseconds. First, the rapid dynamics of place fields (Figs. 2, 3, and 7) could contribute to out-of-field "noise" spikes that are observed in many place cells when place-fields are averaged over many minutes (Bostock et al., 1991; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007). To explore this issue we conducted simulations which demonstrated that in Gaussian-shaped place fields, adding an occasional expansion of the place field for only 5–10% of the time, led to a relatively high kurtosis of the place field, i.e., many outlier spikes, comparable to experimental results (data not shown). This suggests that at least one explanation for the existence of outlier spikes in place-cells may be that these spikes are not "noise" at all, but could reflect rapid neural dynamics.

Second, the dynamics of bat hippocampal place-fields are reminiscent of the dynamics of probabilistic robotic navigation algorithms (Thrun et al., 2005), where the "uncertainty ellipse" for the robot's position is small when high-resolution, reliable sensor data are available—but the ellipse broadens when the robot has to rely on low-precision sensor data or on path-integration (see Thrun et al., 2005, their Fig. 10.3). This uncertainty ellipse behaves exactly analogously to the bat's place fields (Figs. 2, 3, and 7).

Third, a previous study (Olypher et al., 2002) predicted the existence of a modulatory signal with a time scale of ~1 sec in the hippocampus, as a means to explain the extreme variability ("over-dispersion") of rat place-cell firing during individual passes through the cell's firing field (Fenton and Muller, 1998). The study by Jackson and Redish (2007) provided experimental evidence for such an ensemble modulatory signal in the hippocampus, which they interpreted as representing rapid switches between different reference frames in the hippocampus. Our results provide a complementary explanation for the phenomenon of over-dispersion in place cells, namely, that place fields are modulated by the availability of sensory inputs (Figs. 2, 3, and 7). Additionally, we show that the firing of individual place cells (as opposed to network/ensemble dynamics) can indeed be modulated on the rapid time-scales predicted by Olypher et al. (2002).

Predictions for Studies of Place Cells in Rodents

We hypothesize that the changes in place fields after each echolocation call occur, because during the "dark periods" between sonar calls the bat relies on path integration, and the information provided by path integration rapidly accumulates errors over time, and is then reset by the echo input from the...
next sonar call. Analogously, we hypothesize that very rapid fluctuations of place-fields may occur also in the hippocampus of rats and mice. This hypothesis could be tested, for example, by having a rat or mouse forage in the dark in an open-field arena surrounded by visual cues, and repetitively flashing a strobe-light for 10 ms-ON/1-sec-OFF, while taking great care to eliminate local spatial cues such as self-deposited odor cues (Morris et al., 1982; Etienne et al., 1998; Save et al., 2000). If local cues are thoroughly eliminated (for example by continuously flushing any odors via constantly flowing water on the floor), then we predict that rat place fields would diffuse with the passage of time after the strobe-flash, similarly to our findings for the "stroboscopic" sonar system of bats. We expect that in such experiments the place cells in rat hippocampus will exhibit rapid changes on timescales of a few hundred milliseconds, similar to those reported here in echolocating bats.

More generally, we note that the long timescales typically observed in rat place-cell activity might be due to the relatively stable environments (long environmental timescales) in which rats are typically studied. We hypothesize that the time constants of the neural activity in the hippocampus reflect the time constants of behavior and of sensory information in the environment. Therefore one could unravel rich dynamics in rodent hippocampal place-fields by using richly dynamic environments.
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